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1. INTRODUCTION 
The additive group of a quasifield (Q, +, .) of order pr can be identified 
with the additive group of K = GF(pr) and regarded as a vector space V, 
of dimension Y over GF(p). The groups induced by the autotopism group 
on the lines h: = 0 and y  = 0 of the plane coordinatized by (Q, {-, *) are 
linear transformations on this vector space. The mappings x ---t x . 112 are 
likewise linear transformations on V, . 
Thus the theory of linear groups has implications for the autotopism 
group and, indirectly, for the nature of the multiplications in the quasifield. 
Passman’s book, “Finite Permutation Groups” [16] shows the importance 
of the group rL(1, pr) = T(p’). Th’ g IS rou consists of the group of linear p 
transformations of V,r which may be represented in terms of automorphisms 
and multiplications in K. Our results depend heavily on this book. We 
shall refer exclusively to Passman, but his development depends in part 
upon work of Huppert [9], Suzuki [18] and Zassenhaus [19]. 
In a generalized Andre quasifield [6], the mappings E -+ s 711 are elements 
of T(pr). Our main results are roughly the following: (1) If  the autotopism 
group contains homologies of appropriate orders then the induced groups 
on x - 0 and y  = 0 are in T(pr) (Th eorem 2.2). (2) With a few possible 
exceptions, if the collineation group is of rank three on the affine points 
and if the x and y  axes are in the same orbit under the stabilizer of the origin, 
then the quasifield is a generalized Andre system. (Theorem 4.1). (3) A 
finite I301 quasifield of non-square order must be a nearfield. Except for a 
finite number of cases, a Bol quasifield that is not nearfield must have a 
non-solvable autotopism group. (Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.2.1). 
In connection with the third result, Bol quasi-fields were first introduced 
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by Burn [4]. He gives a class of (infinite) Bol quasifields which are not 
nearfields. The study of Bol quasifields and their associated projective 
planes was continued in [IO]. Th e result here gives support to the conjecture 
(due to Burn) that every finite Bol quasifield is a nearfield. 
Some other connections between the theory of linear groups and collinea- 
tions of translation planes are given in [12, 13, 14, 151. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
This section is intended primarily to exhibit known results and terminology 
which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Also we give a result 
which will be useful in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let r be a translation plane coordinatized by a quasi- 
field (Q, +, .). The Q-autotopism group of rr is the group of collineations 
fixing the points (0, 0), (0), (co) (coordinates with respect to (0, +, .)). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A divisor of pr - 1, p a prime, is a p-primitive dir&or 
if it is relatively prime to ps - 1 for every positive integer s less than Y 
such that s divides r. 
Notatioiz. For any positive integers a, b, (a, 6) denotes the greatest com- 
mon divisor of a and 6. Also, for a positive integer i ai [I b means ai 1 b but 
aifl T b. 
LEMMA 2.1. Except for the cases p = 2, Y = 6, or Y = 2 arzd p + 1 is 
a power of 2, p’ - 1 has a p-primitive divisor. If Y = 3 or if T > 4 and 
p” f  26, thejrz pr - 1 has a p-prinzitive divisor u f  3, 5. 
Proof. The first statement is from Birkhoff and Vandiver [2], Theorem V. 
Assumer > 4. Sincepa - 1 G 0 (mod 3) forp # 3 andp” - 1 3 0 (mod 5) 
for p 5 5, pr - I does not have 3 or 5 as a p-primitive divisor. 
Assume r = 3. Then 3 is not ap-primitive divisor ofp3 - 1; forp* - 1 f  0 
(mod 3) if p + 3, and then 3 / p3 - 1 implies 3 1 (9” - 1, p2 - 1) = p - 1. 
I f  p = 5, then 5 is not a divisor of p3 - 1. Assume p f  5. p4 - 1 = 0 
(mod 5). I f  p3 - 1 = 0 (mod 5) then 5 1 (p” - 1, p3 - 1) = p - 1 and 
hence 5 is not a p-primitive divisor. 
We list now some known results: 
RESULT I (Ostrom [12]). Let rr be a translation plane of order p’ COOY- 
dinatzked by a quasi-$eld (Q, +, .). A ssume pr - 1 has a prime p-primitive 
divisor u. Thefz rr is a generalized And& plane and (Q, +, 0) is a generalized 
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Andre’ system ;f and only if the Q-autotopism group of ?T contains a set .Y of 
elements such that (1) each member of Y has order u; (2) each member of Y 
commutes with every other member; (3) each member of Y fixes at least thee 
lines through (0: 0); (4) each line through (0, 0) is fzxed by at least one member 
of ~4”. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A permutation group G on a set fl is of rank 3 if it is 
transitive and for each PEA, G, has three orbits in fl. 
RESULT II (Kallaher [ll]). Let (J! be a jnite afine plane admitting a rank 3 
group G of collineations. If G has an orbit of length two on the line at infinity, 
then 0! is a translation plane and G contains all the translations. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A Z-group is a group in which every Sylow sub-group 
is cyclic. 
RESULT III (Passman [16, p. 104106]). Let G be a Z-group. Then G is 
solvable and is generated by elements p, D with p” = 1 = #I, G-lpG = p’, and 
(~-I,m)=(n,m)=l,~n-l(modm). 
RESULT IV (Passman [16, p. 196 and 2041). Let G be a Frobenius comple- 
ment. If G is solvable, then G contains a normal subgroup G, which is a Z-group 
such that G/G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of S, . If G is non-solvable, then 
G has a normal subgroup G,, with / G : G, 1 = 1 or 2 such that G, G SL(2, 5)x,M9 
ulhere IIf is a Z-group of order prime to 2, 3, 5. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let p be a prime and let V be the additive group of 
GF(pr) considered as a vector space over GF(p). T(p’) is the set of all linear 
transformations of the form R - xOa, where a E GF(pr), a I$ 0, and CT is a 
field automorphism. 
RESULT 1’ (Passman [16, p. 2441). Let G be agroup of linear transformations 
acting faithfully on the vector space V of dimension r over GF(p), p a prime. 
If G has a normal irreducible cyclic subgroup, then V can be identified with the 
additive group (GF(p’), +) in such a way that G C T(P’~). 
RESULT VI (Passman [16, p. 2461). Let G be a solvable group of linear 
transformations acting faithfully on the vector space V of dimension Y over 
GF(p). If pr # 32, Y, 7’, 112, 232, or 3” and G acts transitively on V - IO>, 
then V can be identified with (GF(p’), +) in such a way that G C T(p’). 
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RESULT VII (Burmester and Hughes [3]). Let rr be a translation plane 
of order pr coordinatixed by a quasi-field (Q, +, .). The Q-autotopism group 
of m is solvable if any one of the following conditions hold: 
(i) pr is not a square. 
(ii) p’ is even and ir has no Baer subplanes. 
(iii) pr is odd and the dimension of (Q, +, .) over its kernel is odd. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A quasi-field (0, +, *) is a Bol quasi-field if and only if 
a(b . ac) = (a . ba)c 
for all a, b, c E Q. 
RESULT VIII (Burn [4]). Let B be a projective plane coordinatixed by a 
quasi-Jield (Q, f,  .>. (0, +, 0) is a Bol quasi-field of and only if for every 
line t; with (0) $ C, (CO) $8, th ere exists an involutary perspectivity with axis G 
intercRanging (0) and (a). 
DEFINITION 2.7. A group of non-singular linear transformations is fixed 
point free (f.p.f.) f  i no non-zero‘vector is fixed by any non-trivial element 
of the group. 
Notation. V,(p) will denote a vector space of dimension 1’ over GF(p). 
LEMMA 2.2. If G is an f.p.f. group acting on V,(p), then G is a Frobenius 
complement. If p is any element qf G which is reducible, then 1 p 1 1 pS - 1 for 
some s < r, s 1 r, and thus 1 p j is not a p-primitive divisor of pr - 1. 
Proof. Let T denote the group of mappings x + x + a, where x, a E V,.(p) 
and “+” denotes addition in Kr(p). Then TG is a Frobenius group with 
Probenius complement G. If  p E G is reducible, then p leaves invariant some 
subspace of dimension t < r. p fixed point free implies / p 1 1 pt - 1. Hence 
]p]](p’-l,pt-l)=ps--lforsomesjr. 
LEMMA\ 2.3. Let G be the group qf all non-singular linear transformations 
on a vector space V of dimension r over GF(p). Let H be an irreducible abelian 
subgroup of G. Then H is cyclic; and the order of any nontrivial automorphism 
of H zuhich is induced by an inner automorphism of G is some factor of r. 
Proof (This is essentially Proposition 19.8 in Passman [16]). Let 01 and /3 
be any two elements in the centralizer of H. We shall show that 01 + /3 
is non-singular unless a! = -/3. Suppose that there is some non-zero vector 
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such that ~(a + p) = 0. Then 0 = ~(a f pj, = z”y(a: + 8) for every y E H. 
Thus the subspace which is mapped into 0 by oi + ,8 is invariant under H. 
Since H is irreducible, this implies that V(CX + p) = 0 and cy. = -/3. 
Hence the centralizer of H in G is closed under addition and forms a 
finite division ring-i.e. a field. The fact that the multiplicative group of 
a finite field is cyclic implies that the centralizer of H is cyclic. In particular 
H is cyclic. Furthermore, H is irreducible implies that the field is of order 
p’ and each element of the field is a linear combination over GF(p) of 
elements of 13. 
Hence an inner automorphism of G which leaves H invariant induces 
an automorphism of GF(p’). Th e order of the group of non-trivial automor- 
phisms of GF(p’) is equal to r. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a group of non-singular linear transfwmations 
acting irreducibly on a vector space of dimension r over GF(p). Let H be an 
abelian sedmible subgroup mitk an irreducible component of dimension s. Suppose 
that the zlonnalizer of H in G contains an element 01 of order u, where 1c is a 
prime p-primitive divisor of pr - 1. Then (y. is in tlze centralizer of H ifz 6. 
Proof. Let VI be a subspace such that J/1 is invariant under H and such 
that H acts irreducibly on ri, . Let Vi = V&l. Then V1 , V2 ,..., VU , are 
irreducible constituents of H. Furthermore, they have only trivial intersec- 
tions. Now suppose that T/i + JT2 + ... + Jfi = iTl g$ Jfr2 @ .-’ @ Fi = Hr; . 
If JTt+1 n JVi is trivial, then VI + ... + VI + Vi+l = VI @ ... 8 7;-+: . 
But PTiT1 n JVi is H-invariant and E7i+l is irreducible. Hence if VtT1 n W, 
is non-trivial, then Vi+, C tVi . In this latter case, JVia = W? and since 01 
is irreducible on V, JVi = J’. Thus, by induction there exists an integer 
K<zlsuchthat V= JT1@...@Vk. 
Let Hi , i = l,..., k be the (irreducible) group of linear transformations 
induced on JFi by H. Each element y of H may be represented by a matrix 
where !$ represents an element of Hi . 
Since rio: = Vi+, , i = l,..., k - 1 we may choose the basis elements so 
that a is represented by the matrix 
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I f  the dimension of V, , Vs , etc. is equal to s, then 3 represents an s by s 
identity matrix, 3 an s by s zero matrix, etc. Furthermore, we must have 
that ks = T, since 2l is an I by Y matrix. 
By hypothesis, ol-lyol E H for all y  E H. With y  represented in matrix form 
as above, the diagonal elements turn out to be respectively ~U;‘!&oJL, , &r , 
5 , ,..., !&-r . This implies that %;‘jj,91c, E HI for all !& E Hk , and if & E Hi , 
then !&E Hi+, for all i = l,..., k - 1. Thus HI = H2 = ... = Hk = 
21;‘H15!f1 . This implies the mapping !& -+ ‘$@j,Yl, is an automorphism 
of Hl induced by the automorphism y  + ol-Lyon of H. 
If  we look at a particular element y  = diag(& ,..., Sk), then 
LY.-2ya2 = diag(%~1$53,-,QIr , ‘@&‘%Yl ,..., !5L-2) 
4 12 
O1 Y” = diag(?l~1.&‘2fl , ‘%1;~$3~‘2l~ ,..., 21~1!&9111). 
Thus the order of the automorphism y  -+ &y& of H is the same as the 
order of the automorphism $r + ‘21~1$l%1 of Hl . 
By the previous Lemma, the order of !& + Yl;1!&21, must divide s. 
Hence the order of the automorphism y  + m-lya must divide sk == r. 
But a: is of prime order u. Hence the order of y  + ol-lyol is either equal 
to 1 or u. But u cannot divide r if u is a p-primitive divisor of p’ - I. Hence 
the mapping y  -+ au-ryol must induce an automorphism of order 1 on H. 
That is ol-lyol = y  for every y  E H. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Let G be a f.p.f. Z-group (Definition 2.4) acting on 
V,(p) and let u be a prime p-primitive divisor of pT - 1. I f  u 1 1 G I, then 
V can be ideRtz$ed with the additive group of GF(p’) i?z such a way that 
G C T(y). 
Proof. By Result III, G = (p, U) with / p 1 = 1z, 1 u / = ?lz, +u = pd 
with (C- 1, m) = 1 = (m, n). Note that 1 G ( = mn. 
If  (p) is irreducible, then <p> is a cyclic normal irreducible subgroup 
of G and the lemma follows from Result V. 
,4ssume (p} is reducible. If  u 1 n, then Lemma 2.2 implies <p> is irre- 
ducible, contradicting our assumption. Hence u { n. Thus u 1 ?lz and (u> 
contains an element 7 of order EC. Since (p) 4 G, <p> (I (p, T). 
Thus we can apply Theorem 2.1 to G with H = (p), and 7 = 01. Thus 
7 is in the centralizer of {p), or up = pr. Since UT = ru. 7 is in the center 
of G. Hence (T) is a normal irreducible cyclic subgroup of G and by 
Result IV, G C T(pr). 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a subgroup of T(p’) and let G,m be the subgroup 
of G consisting of mappings of the form x + xa, a E GF(p’). If u is a prime 
p-primitive divisor of pr - 1 and H is a u-subgroup of G, then H C Gnz and 
H is a characteristic cyclic subgroup of G. 
Proof. I f  u is an automorphism of GF(pr), then the order of the mapping 
x + xOa is a multiple of the order of (3. I f  u is non-trivial, then (T has the 
form x --?r xBE, where s < r and the order of u divides 1. If  the order of the 
original mapping is some power of the prime u, then ZL must divide Y. As 
we have already seen, (Proof of Theorem 2.1) this implies that u is not a 
prime p-primitive divisor of p’ - 1 - a contradiction” 
Hence every element of G whose order is a power of u must be in G,, = 
Since G,ii is cyclic, G, contains a unique (cyclic) subgroup of order k for 
any k dividing 1 G, I. All this implies that if H is a u-subgroup of G,,, . 
then H is invariant under every automorphism of G,,, . 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G be a f.p.f. group of linear transformations acting on 
b’,.(p) (Definition 2.7) and let u be a prime p-primitive divisor of pr - I. 
If u j / G 1 and u f  3, 5, then we can ident$y I’,.(p) with the additive group 
of GF(p’) in such a way that G C T(p). 
Proof. Let p E G be an element of order u. Since G is a Frobenius 
complement (Lemma 2.2), by Result IV p belongs to a normal subgroup H 
of G with H a Z-group, Corollary 2.1.1 tells us that H C T(p’j and by 
Lemma 2.4 (p> is a characteristic subgroup of H. Since H 4 G, (p) Q G. 
Since (p) is irreducible (Lemma 2.2), Result V implies that G C T(p’). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let rr be a translation plane of order p’ coordznatized by a 
quasi-$eld (Q, +, .). Let H be a group of ((oo), y  = 0) homologies. If  1 H \ 
is divisible by u, where u is a prime p-primitive divisur of pr - 1 and u f 3, 5, 
then the additive group of Q can be identiJied with the additive group of GF(p’) 
in such a way that H is isomorplzic to a subgroup of T(p’). 
Proof. The set of points (0, y) on x = 0 is a vector space isomorphic 
to (Q, +j and is of dimension T over GF(p). H acts as a f.p.f. group (Defini- 
tion 2.7) on x = 0. Furthermore, H is isomorphic to the group it induces 
on x = 0. The theorem is thus a special case of Lemma 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let rr be a translation plane of order p” coordinatixed by 
the quasi-jekd (Q, f,  .), let G be the Q-autotopism group of Z-, let H, and 111, 
be the groups of komologies of G with axis y  = 0 and N = 0 respectively, 
and let H = (H, , H,>. If  S is a Sylow u-subgroup of H, where u is a prime 
p-primitive divisor of pr - 1 with u f 3, 5, then S is normal in G. If u 1 / ET, 1 
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and u 1 1 H, [, then G is solvable and the permutation groups G, and G, induced 
on y  = 0 and x = 0 respectively are isomorphic to subgroups of T(p’). 
Proof. H = (H, , H,> is normal in G since both H, and H, are normal 
in G and H = H, x H,, . Also S == S, x S, , where S, and S, are Sylow 
u-subgroups of Hz and H, respectively. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.4 
S, is characteristic in H, and S, is characteristic in HU . For p E G, 
UTES, x s,, p -&p = (p%p)(p-%p) E S, x S, = S. Thus S is normal 
in G. 
Consider G, , the group of permutations induced on x = 0 by G. 
G, z G/H,. The group H, gives rise to a normal subgroup gz of G, . 
H, n H, consists only of the identity. Hence the cyclic normal irreducible 
subgroup (p) of order zl contained in H, gives rise to a c)rclic normal 
irreducible subgroup (p) of order u is in Rx . Thus by Result V H, is isomor- 
phic to a subgroup of T(pr). By Lemma 2.4, (pj is characteristic in Rx, 
and hence (p) is normal in G, since H, is normal in G, . Thus Result V 
implies G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of T(pr). 
A similar argument gives that G, is isomorphic to a subgroup of T(p’). 
T(p’) is solvable (Passman [16, p. 2291). Hence H, and G, are both 
solvable. Thus G is solvable since G, e G/H, . 
Translating Theorem 2.3 into a more geometric situation, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Let rr be a translation plane of order pr. Let P and Q 
be two distinct points on the line at infinity and let 0 be an afine point of z-. 
Let G be the stabilizer of OP and OQ in the colh’neation group of rr. Let HI 
and H2 be tire (P, OQ) and (Q, 0P)group of homologies and let H = (HI , Hz). 
If S is a Sylozu u-subgroup of H where u is a p-primitive divisor of p’ - 1 
with u f  3, 5, then S is normal in G. If  u ) ) HI j and u ) j Hz /, then G is 
solvable and the permutation groups induced in OP and OQ, respectively, by G 
are isomorphic to subgroups of T(pr). 
3. BOL QUASIFIELDS 
In this section we investigate the possible existence of a finite Bol quasifield 
not a nearfield. We find a necessary condition for such a quasifield-namely, 
that it have square order. We restate Definition 2.6. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Bol quas$eld is a quasifield (Q, +, *) in which the law 
K~‘Y)‘d’Y =x-KY’4’Yl (34 
holds for all x, y, z E Q. 
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~)EFINITION 3.2. A generalized Andre’ system [6] is a quasifield (Q, +, ~) 
defined as follows: (Q, +) = (GF(pr), +) and “.” is. defined by 
(3.2) 
where 4 = pc for some integer e E 2, , the additive group of integers 
module r, with e / Y, h is a mapping from GF(p’) - (0) into Z, , d = r/e, 
and multiplication on the right in (3.2) is multiplication in GF(p’). h also 
satisfies the two restrictions: 
(i) X(1) = 0 
(ii) if x = wi, y = ZLJ with i = j (mod @ - l), where t = (d, X(x) - X(y)), 
then x = y. (Here w is a fixed primitive element of GF(p’)). 
We wish to prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. If (GF(p’), +, -) is a generalized And& system which is 
also a Bol quasifield, then (GF(p’), +, .) is a near$eld. 
Proof. The proof will consist of a sequence of lemmas. First we translate 
(3.1) into a relation involving h. The result is: 
Note that (3.3) says that if i and j are images under h, then so is 2i -k j. 
From this it is easy to show that all integral multiples of i are images under h. 
Another consequence of (3.3) is the following statement: Let 
y E GF(p’) - (0). For any integer k, if h(k, y) = [qh‘“(‘g) - l][q”‘u) - 11-r> 
then 
x(y”‘~q = kA(y). (3.4) 
The proof is by induction. (3.4) holds for k = 1 and k = 2 (let I = i 
in (3.3)). Assume true for L < k. Then, if i = X(y) 
YY h(Bq = h(yq(~-l)i+q(~~-‘)‘i...~q~+l) 
=: X(yQ i+(‘“-2j”l(y”(‘i-2?y))pi) 
= 2i + (k - 2)i = hi, 
using (3.3) with z = Y~(~-~~Y). 
LEMMA 3.1. The set S = (X(x) 1 x E GF(p’), x: f  0} forms a. subgroup of Z, . 
(See Dejinitio~z 3.2). 
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Proof. I f  X(x) = 0 for all x, the lemma is clear. Otherwise, let f be the 
smallest non-zero value in S. From (3.4) we know that all integral multiples 
off (taken modulo d) belong to S. 
Assume there exists K E S such that k f  nf for some n. Let e = (K,f) 
and note that Lp < f. Then either & = (K, 2f) or G = (2k, f). Assume the 
first. Then there exists integers n, m such that / = z(2f) $- mR. mk and nf 
are in S by (3.4). Also 2(nf) + mk E S by (3.3). Thus 8~ S, contradicting 
the choice off. I f  L = (2k, f ), a contradiction is arrived at in the same way. 
Hence no such k can exist. This proves the lemma. 
Remark. If  S = {0}, then x . m = xm for all m and (GF(p’), +, .) is just 
GF(pr) which is clearly a nearfield. Hence we may assume that S f  {O}. 
Without loss of generality we may assume f = 1, since we can replace q by 
q’ = f and h by X’ : (GF(p’) - (0)) + Z,,, , h’(x) = 1z if and only if 
h(x) = nf. 
DEFINITION 3.3. For each i = 0, I,..., d - I, 
Mi G {m 1 m E GF(p’) - {0}, h(m) = i}. 
(d is defined in Definition (3.2)). 
Remark. From (3.4) we have that yh(d*l) E M, for all y  E GF(pr), y  f  0, 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let w be a primitive element of GF(pr). For y  E GF(p’). 
y  f  0, index y  = j if and only if y  = ruj. For each i = 0, I,..., d - 1, 
&& = (index m 1 m E M?}. 
LEMMA 3.2. Tlzere exists u E ZDv-l suck that 
Ms = {index m 1 index m = 0 (mod u)}. 
Proof. 0 E @a and since ~~(~3~‘) EM, , p0 M contains a nonzero element. 
It is sufficient to prove M0 is a subgroup of ZnVP1. Note that (3.3) says: 
ifi,jeM,,, then2i+jEM,,. 
Let u be the smallest nonzero integer in Ma and let j E M,, . I f  C = (u, j) 
and G < u, then either L = (2zc, j) or b = (u, 2j). Arguing as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1, we obtain a contradiction. Hence / = zc and j is a multiple of U. 
Every multiple of u is in @, . For if m E Ms and index m = u, then 
x . m = xm for all x. Hence x . mp = (x . m) . m = xm2 for all x. I f  n > 2, 
then by induction x . & = x . [(m . m+2) . m] = [(x . m) . m+-2] . m = 
[xm . PZ”-~] . m = x~z”-l . nz = xnzn. Thus for all positive integers n, 
1zu E x0 since mn E M,, . Thus m0 = (u). 
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Remark. z1 1 (p’ - 1) = qc’ - 1, and thus (q, ZA) = 1. 
Let 7: be the projective plane coordinatized by (GF(p’), +, ~). In [lOI 
it is shown that for every a E GF(p’), a f  0, the mapping (x, r>qB = 
( x . a*, y  . a), (m)p7, = ((a . m) * a), where a* is defined by a* . a = 1 = a ~ a*$ 
is a collineation of 7~. Thus the mapping pa : 772 -+ (a . WE) . a is a permutation 
of GF(p’), for each a E GF(p”), a + 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. If 0 E ngl, then ill,p, = Mj and 1 Mi ) = 1 Mj j where 
j E if 2(modd). &?0,Ms,iw4 ,... are distinct residue classes (in ZD,p-I) 
module u $0, 2, 4,... are in distinct residue classes module d. (See Definitions 3.3 
alld 3.4). 
Proof. By Definition 3.2, (a . tiz) . a = a~“im’+l& if h(a) = I. Applying 
3.3, we get 
h((a . m) . a) = 2 + i, 
where i = h(rrz). This gives us that Mipn = M;,, . 
According to Lemma 3.2, M,, = {index ~1 / index wz = 0 (mod u)]. Since 
Mip, = Mi,,-, , from the above expression for (a . nz) . a we have 
Mi+a = ($+I .+ 1) index a + qM, mod la,. - 1. (3.5) 
By induction it follows that @,, , n/;r, ,... are residue classes modulo U. 
By Definition 3.3 Mai = Mz,,+i) implies 2j = 0 (mod d). But zai and 
MaciLj) are distinct if and only if ll&:,, and AQitj) are distinct. Hence AC& 
and Ma,,+j) are distinct residue classes modulo zc if and only if 2i and 2(i + j) 
are distinct modulo d. 
LEMNL~ 3.4. If d is odd, the sets iI& , 2’ = 0, l,,.., d - 1, are distinct 
residue classes module u. If d is even, MI , fi,TS , Nl, ,... correspond to distinct 
reside classes module v  = u(u, q + 1)-i. 
Proof. I f  d is odd, the set of even integers covers all residue classes 
module d and the first statement follows from Lemma 3.3. 
In any case, if a E Mr and we take nz = 1 in the arguments of Lemma 3.3, 
then we get h(a’~+l) = h(a . a) = 2; i.e., a E n/r, implies a*fl E n/r, . Hence 
if a, b E Mr then 
(q + 1) index a = (q + 1) index b (mod u). 
This implies 
index a = index b (mod a), 
where v  = U(U, q + 1). The fact that mr, Ma ,... are distinct residue classes 
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module ZI follows from (3.5) by essentially the same argument as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3. Note that if two integers are congruent modulo v they are 
necessarily congruent modulo u. 
We prove that u = v = d. Since v ] u, we must have: index a = index b 
(mod ZI) implies index a E index b (mod v). Thus a residue class module v 
is a union of residue classes modulo u. 
First we show that M,, , M2 ,..., correspond to distinct residue classes 
modulo v. Suppose not. Let a E Ml, i = index a. (3.4) says 
$y-&. 
q”-1 h 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., d - 1. 
Thus i, i(q2 + q + l), i(q4 + q3 + q2 + q + l),... will be distinct module v 
by Lemma 3.4 while 0, i(q + l), i(q3 + q2 + q + l),... are not all distinct 
modulo v. Note that i + 0 (mod v), since otherwise u E Mr , a contradiction. 
Assume 
with j > k. Then 
q2j+l + q2j + ... + q2k+2 G 0 (mod v). 
Hence 
q2k+2(q21i-k)-1 + q2tGk)-2 +...+q+l)~O(modv). 
But then 
(q2.i + q2’-1 + ... + q + 1) - (42” + q”“-1 + ... + q + 1) 
= q2k+l(q2+k)-1 + p-!&-2 + . . . + q + 1) G 0 (mod v), 
a contradiction. Hence M,, , &?a , M4 ,... also correspond to distinct residue 
classes modulo v. 
LEMMA 3.5. u = v = d. 
Proof. If d is odd u = v = d follows from Lemma 3.4. In any case, 
we have d distinct sets ai and there are v distinct residue classes module v. 
Hence d < ZI. Also 
1 ATo 1 = / iiT2 1 = 1 iiT j = .a. = u-1(4” - 1) 
/ AZ1 1 = 1 m3 1 = 1 iiT5 / = ... = v-l(qd - 1). 
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If d is even, then 
(3.6) 
Again zy > d implies u > d(u, q + 1) which gives 
2424 q + 1) < d + d(u, q i- 1) 
(u, 4 + 1) < 1, 
a contradiction. Therefore d = v in both cases. 
In particular d / u. If zc = sd, then (3.6) yields s = 1, since (u, q + 1) = 1. 
LEMMA 3.6. Choose c E GF(p’) such that h(c) = 1 and let index c = i. 
For any a f 0, a E GF(pT), h(a) = h if and only if 
index a = is (mod d). (3.7) 
Proof. From (3.4) we have for all k = 0, l,..., d - 1, h(.?@J)) = 8. Since 
Ja(R, c) = (q” - l)(q - 1)-l, this implies i(q” - l)/(q - 1) E Ml; , which is 
a residue class modulo d. The lemma follows. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.1, The “multiplication map” 
x - x . 112 = xq “‘“‘wz is a linear transformation on the vector space GF(p’) 
over GF(p). The quasifield (GF(p’), +, .) . 1s a nearfield if and only if the set 
M of “multiplication maps” is closed under composition (Dembowski [S, 
p. 220-222-J). 
Choose a, b E GF(p’) with h(a) = j, X(b) = k. Then 
index a = i s (mod d) and index b zs i pL - ’ 3 (mod 4 
where i is defined as in Lemma 3.6. The composition of the multiplication 
maps x -+ +‘a and x ---f x $” b is x + x a”‘aQ’b. This will be a multiplication 
map if and only if 
index(a@b) = i ‘:I11 (mod d). 
Now 
index(a@b) = qk index a + index b 
qj - 1 = *I$ ___ 
q-1 
+i qx‘-1 
g--I (mod 4 
. qjt” - 1 
SE2 q _ 1 @odd). 
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Hence x + xQttk aQkt’t is the multiplication map x: + a+ 
Atci) _ 
a, where n = adb = 
a . b. Thus M is closed under composition and (GF(p+), +, .) is a nearfield. 
This proves Theorem 3.1. 
We turn now to the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Q, +, .) be a Bol qua.$ield of order pT and let T be 
the translation plane coordinatixed by (Q, +, .). If pr + 52, 7”, 1 l”, 23”, or 34 
and the Q-autotopism group G of T is solvable, then (Q, +, .) is, a nearJield. 
Proof. I f  p“ = 32, then n is the plane coordinatized by the exceptional 
near-held of order 9 and (Q, +, -) is the exceptional nearfield, or r is 
Desarguesian and (Q, +, *) is a field (Dembowski [5, p. 1961). Thus we 
may assume that p’ f  32 also. The rest of the proof will then consist of 
showing that (Q, +, .) is a generalized Andre system. The theorem will 
then follow from Theorem 3.1. 
Without loss of generality we may assume (Q, +) is just the addition 
group of GF(p’) ([5, p. 2221). For each a f  0 of GF(p’) the group G contains 
the collineation pa defined by (x, y)aa = (X . a, y  . a*), (m)va = ((a* . m) . a*), 
where a* is defined by a . a* = a* . a = 1 ([lo, p. 611). Let H be the 
subgroup of G generated by the pa . H induces a group p of linear trans- 
formations on (GF(pr), +) which is generated by the mappings C& : x + x . a. 
G solvable implies H is solvable and hence R is solvable since it is a 
homomorphic image of H. Also R is faithful and it is transitive on 
GF(pr) - (0); for given b f  0, c $0 there exists a E GF(pT) such that 
b . a = c. By Result VI, g is a subgroup of T(p’). Thus $?a is of the form 
x -+ “YP ““‘b where multiplication is the field multiplication of GF(p”) and 
X(b) E 2, . Since Iv, = a we must have b = a. Thus x . a = xJ’ “‘“‘a for all 
x: E GF(pr) and all a E GF(pr), a f  0. Hence (GF(p’), + , *) is a generalized 
Andre system satisfying the Bol identity (3.1). By Theorem 3.1 (GF(p’), +, *) 
is a nearfield. 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Let (Q, +, .) be a Bol quas$eld of order p’, and let 
T be the projective plane coordz’nathed by (Q, +, .). (Q, f,  .) is a nearfield 
if any one of the follozoing conditions holds: 
(i) pr is not a square. 
(ii) p’ is even and 7~ has no Baer subplanes. 
(iii) pr is odd and the dimension of (Q, +, .) over its keynel is odd. 
Proof. Follows from Result VII. 
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4. A CLASS OF RANK 3 AFFINE PLANES 
In this section we investigate the following type of affine planes: 
DEFINITION 4.1. A Z-plane is a finite affine plane of order II with a 
collineation group G satisfying 
(1) G acts as a rank 3 group on 6Y. 
(2) If  9’ is the extension of L?? to a projective plane in the usual way, 
then G permutes the points of the line i;, at infinity in two orbits: {U, V> 
and [a - {U, V]. 
The points U, I’ will be called the special points of B with respect to 6. 
From Result II we have immediately 
THEOREM 4.1. A Z-plane is a translation plane and hence has orde/ 
n = pr for some prime p. 
Let 0? be a Z-plane of order p’, We coordinatize @ with a quasi-field 
(8, +, .) such that U = (0), IT = (co). Let 0 = (0, 0) and1 = (I, 1). Then 
G = TG,, , where T is the group of translations of fl (see Result II). Since T 
fixes {a pointwise G and G, have the same action on C, . The three orbits of G0 
in C.? will thus be: .C%?i = ((0, 0)), ?‘%?a = ((N, y) j x f  0 and y  f  01, and 
99, = CX - 9i - B?s = {(x, y) / either x = 0 or y  = 0 but not both). 
This gives us the following: 
( G,, j = (p’ - 1)2h = 2(p’ - l)k, (4.1) 
where h = 1 G,., /, k = / G,,P I, P = (l,O); thus we obtain 
k = 1 G,,, 1 = &(p” - I)h. (4.2) 
Let A be the Q-autotopism group of n and let G’ = G, n A. Note that 
both G, , the group of collineations of G,, fixing y  = 0, and G, ) the group 
of coilineations of G, fixing x = 0, are subgroups of G’. Note also that 6’ 
is a normal subgroup of G,, with index 2. (If 7 E G, interchanges (0) and 
(co), then 6, = G’ u G’T). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let @ be a Z-plane of order pr with rank 3 collineation group G 
and assume p’ - 1 has a prime p-primitive divisor u + 3, 5. Then Ii, , the 
group of homologies of G,, with axis y  = 0, has a Sylow u-subgroup S,. .whose 
order is ua with ua (1 (p’ - 1). 
Proof. I f  ub // h, then GO,P has a Sylow u-subgroup S, of order ZP+~ by 
(4.2). We show that if (T E S, , then D is a homology with axis y  = 0. Let 
(z # 1. Then o can be represented as follows: (x, y)u = (~“1, ye), (m)o = (m@), 
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where pi and ua are linear transformations of the vector space (0, +) over 
GF(P). 
Let x and x’ be fixed points of a, and let a E GF(p). Then x’ + X’ and 
ax’ are also fixed by ur . Hence the fixed points of ur form a subspace over 
GF(p). Since (or fixes l((1, 0)~ = (1, 0)), the number of fixed points of (TV 
is pi for some integer i, 1 < i < r. cr E S, implies / u 1 = uj for some j > 1 
and hence 1 q j = ~8, L 2 0. If  i # r, then / > 0. Let 8,) @a ,..., fit be the 
non-trivial orbits of Q under ur . Then 
p’ = IQ 1 = pi + i 0,. 
d=l 
u 1 1 0, / for each d. Hence u 1 (p’ - p”) = pQPi - 1). I f  i + r, then we 
have a contradiction to the fact that u is a p-primitive divisor of pr - 1. 
Hence i = Y, & = 0, and q fixes every element of Q. Thus B is a homology 
of ed with axis y  = 0. 
NOW I & I 1 I 4 I and / H, j 1 (p’ - 1). Since ZP /) (p’ - l), this implies 
6 = 0 and / S, I = ua. 
LEMMa4 4.2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1, if H,v is the group of 
homologies of G,, with axis x = 0, then H, has n Sylow u-subgroup S, of order 
ua and G, has an abelia?l Sylow u-subgroup S = S, x S, of order z@. 
Proof. Let 7 E G,, be such that (0)~ = (CD), (oo)r = (0). (T exists since 
G, has the orbit {(0), (co)} on fa). Then S, = T-?S’,T is a Sylow u-subgroup 
of H, . Since elements of Hz commute with elements of H, , S = S, x S, 
is a subgroup of G,, . uPa 1) / G,, j implies S is a Sylow u-subgroup of G,, . 
To prove S is abelian, it is sufficient to prove that S, , and hence S, , 
is cyclic. Consider G’ (see the paragraph before Lemma 4.1). I f  G,’ is the 
permutation group induced on x = 0 by G’, then G,’ is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of T(p’) by Theorem 2.3 (since G,’ is a subgroup of ,4,). Now 
S, is a subgroup of G, and G,’ contains a Sylow u-subgroup S,’ isomorphic 
to S, , since S, n H, consists only of the identity. Since the Sylow u-sub- 
groups of G,’ are cyclic (Lemma 2.4), S,‘, and hence S, , is cyclic. 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1, the Sylow u-subgroup S 
is normal in. G,, . 
Proof. Since every element of S fixes (0) and (co) we have that S is 
contained in A and hence S is a subgroup of G’. It is sufficient to prove 
S is normal in G’. For G’ is normal in G0 and it is an easy exercise to prove 
that S a Sylow u-subgroup of G,, and S normal in G’ implies S is normal 
in G, . 
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Consider S, . S, induces a permutation group S,’ on x = 0 which is 
a Sylow a-subgroup of G,U’. Theorem 2.3 says that G,’ is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of T(p’) and Lemma 2.4 says that S,’ is a characteristic subgroup 
of G,‘. Since G,’ g G’IH, and S, n II, = (11, this implies S,H, is normal 
in G’. 
I f  7 E S, and p E G’, then p-%p E S,H, . But p-%p is a homology with 
axis y  = 0 and center (co). Hence p-%p E S, . Thus S, is normal in G’. 
Similarly S, is normal in G’. Thus S = S, x S, is normal in G’. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let GZ be a Z-platze of order pr with rank 3 colh‘neation 
group G and let U, 1’ be the special points on !a with respect to G. Let (9, +, .) 
be a quasijield coordinatizing Ql with U = (0), 17 = (co). If p’ - I has a 
prime p-primitive divisor u f  3, 5, then 0. is a generahlzed Ad& plane and 
(Q, +, .) is a generalized An&e system. 
Proof. Consider the action of S on the line at infinity tm . S fixes 24 = (0) 
and ZI = (ok) and ( S / = u2a where ua jj (p’ - 1). Hence some point IV 
of tW , W f  U, cd, is fixed by a non-trivial element 7 E S. / r 1 = Z@ for some 
b > 1. Without loss of generality we may assume j 7 1 = U. 
G, is transitive on the points of lW other than U and IJ. I f  w’ E 1”, , 
IV’ f  U, I,‘, there exists (T E G,, such that Wg = W’. Then T’ = O-%o. E S, 
/ T’ 1 = U, and WT’ = W’. In addition, since G, fixes 0, ~-l fixes the line QIV. 
Hence we can find a set S of collineations satisfying the conditions of 
Result I. The theorem follows: 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. If G! is a Z-plane of order $9 ,witk either r = 3 02 
r > 4, pr f  26, then C? is a genaalized Andre’ plane. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, pr - 1 has a prime p-primitive divisor 26 + 3: 5. 
The Corollary follows from Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. The irregular nearfields [5, 191 of orders 5”, 7”, ll’, 23”, 5YL 
are not generalized Andre systems. None of these values of pi‘ has a prime 
p-primitive divisor different from 3 and 5. 
EXAMPLES. We give here three other examples of Z-planes. First of all 
any near-field affine plane coordinatized by a regular nearfield of order 
different from 9 is a Z-plane [l 11. To show that there are others we construct 
two Z-planes coordinatized by Q, systems (Foulser [7]) which are not 
nearfields. 
Let F = GF(712), q = 73, d = 4. Define a new multiplication “ .” on I; as 
follows: Let w be a primitive element of F and for every a E F - (01, define 
481/18/z-2 
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index a = i if and only if wi = a. Define h : F - (0) --f 2, by X(a) = index a 
(mod 4). Finally we define 
a .  b = aQA’b’b if bf0 
1 0 if 6 = 0. 
(4.3) 
(F, +, .) is a quasifield; in fact, a Q,-system as defined by Foulser [7] 
(where g = d = 4). In addition (F, +, .) is not a nearfreld since d { (p - 1) 
(Foulser [7]). 
I f  Q is the affine plane associated with (F, f,  .) the F-autotopism group 
G’ of ed is transitive on the points (x, y) with n: f  0, y  f  0, since (Q - 1)” = 0 
(mod d) ([7, Proposition 4.21). Furthermore G’ is transitive on the points 
of the x-axis other than (0,O) and the points of the y-axis other than (0,O) 
([7, Lemma 4.21). 
Since 2(q - 1) = 0 (mod d), by Corollary 4.9 in [7] Q!! possesses a 
collineation fixing (0,O) and interchanging (0) and (cc). Hence the col- 
lineation group G,, of 0! fixing 0 = (0,O) has three orbits: g1 = ((0, O)], 
B?,={(~,y)ixfO,yf-0}, and W,=ed-g1--2. Thus GZ is a 
Z-plane with rank 3 collineation group G = TG,, , T the group of translations. 
Note also that 712 - 1 has a prime p-primitive divisor u # 3, 5; namely, 
u = 13 or 181. 
Our third example is obtained by starting with the field GF(74), q = 7, 
d = 4, and proceed as in the construction of the second example. The 
difference here is that we do not have a p-primitive divisor of 74 - 1 which 
is not 3 or 5. In fact 5 is the only p-primitive divisor of 74 - 1. 
The examples raise two questions. First the third example shows that 
Theorem 4.1 does not cover all possible cases. The following theorem says 
something in the cases not covered by Theorem 4.1. Since the proof is 
similar to that for Theorem 4.1, we will just outline it. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 6!? be a Z-plane of order pr with rank 3 group G and 
let U, V be the special points of GZ with respect to G. Let (Q, + , .) be a quasifield 
coordinatizillg GY with U = (0), V = (co). If p’ - 1 has a prime p-primitive 
divisor u, pr f  52, 112, 232, 3”, and G is solvable, then. 02 is a generalized 
Andre’ plane and (Q, +, -) is a generalized And& system. 
Proof (An outline). The essential step in proving Theorem 4.1 was 
showing that S, and S, were normal in G’. This was the only time we 
used the assumption that u f  3, 5. The rest of the proof holds regardless 
of what value u has. The assumptions that G is solvable and pr f  52, 112, 
232, 3” enable us to apply Theorem 19.9 of Passman ([16], p. 246) to G,‘. 
This yields the fact that S, is normal in G’ and similarly S, is normal in G’. 
This proves the theorem. 
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The second question raised by the examples is: What additional assumption 
on QZ (or G) implies that c’t is coordinatized by a neariield? One answer 
is given in the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Ol be a Z-plane z&h rank 3 collimation group G and 
let U, V be the special points of 02 with respect to G. Assume I?? is a generalized 
Andre’ plane. 6Y is coordinatixed by a near$eld zjc and only if 6T has a peyspectivity 
interchanging Cl and V. 
Proof. Let (Q, +, .) be a quasifield coordinatizing @ with (0) = U and 
(00) = bl Then (Q, +, .) is a generalized Andre system, since G has the 
two orbits {U, I’} and tW - { 77, If> (Foulser [6]). 
I f  7 is the given perspectivity interchanging U and 1; then 1 T 1 is even. 
Thus 1 7 / = 2 and 7 is an involutary perspectivity interchanging U = (0) 
and V = (co). Let L be the axis of 7. Then (0) $ G and (co) 6 L. Since G 
contains all the translations (Result II) and is also transitive on the points 
of km other than (0) and (w), L can be mapped onto every line of U not 
through (0) or (oo). Hence for every line m with (0) $ nz, (r~) $992, there exists 
an involutary perspectivity with m as axis and interchanging (0) and (w). 
By Result VIII, (Q, +, .) is a Bol q uasifield. Theorem 3.1 says that (0, $, .) 
is a nearfield. 
Conversely, if 0! is coordinatized by a nearfield, then fl possesses an 
involutary perspectivity interchanging U and V (Andre [l]; Kallaher [ll]). 
Remark. If  02 is a nearfield plane, it may possess a rank 3 group G which 
does not contain a perspectivity interchanging the points U and V. For 
example, let fl be the affine plane coordinatized by the nearfield (GF(p”), +, .) 
where 
a . b = ab if index b is odd 
a . b = aflb if index b is even 
(the index being taken with respect to a primitive element w of GF(p’-)). 
Let T be the group of translations of UZ, H the group of collineations of 
the form (x, y) + (X . a, y  . b), a f  0 and b f  0, and let K be the group 
(1, a>, T the collineation (x, y) + (y”, r”). Then G = THK is a rank 3 
group acting on Q! having the orbits {(0), (30)) and ((m) 1 m f  0) on 1, I 
Corollary 3.2.1 gives us the following result: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ~2 be a Z-plane of order p”. [ f  p’ is loot a square, then 
6Y is coordinatixed by a near$eld. 
Proof. Let G be the rank 3 collineation group of a, let U, V be the 
special points of Gl? with respect to G, and let ((2, +, .) be a quasifield coor- 
dinatizing a with (0) = U, (CO) = V. 
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Since G has the orbit {(0), (co)>, there exists a collineation +r E G 
interchanging (0) and (.). Hence j 7 1 is even. Thus G has an involution 
interchanging (0) and (co). Since pr is not a square,, this involution is a 
perspectivity. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, this implies (Q, +, .) is a Bol 
quasifield. By Corollary 3.2.1 (Q, +, .) must then be a nearfield. 
Remark. Every nearfield plane possesses a rank 3 collineation group 
with special points U and V such that G induces a sharply doubly transitive 
group on any line L not through U or V. It appears that the converse is 
also true. Specifically the following statement can be proven: If  01! is a Z-plane 
of order pr, and if (i) p’ - 1 has a prime p-primitive divisor ZI, (ii) pr If  5”, 
112, 232, 59”, and (iii) the rank 3 collineation group G induces a sharply 
doubly transitive permutation group on any line 8 not through either special 
point U, V, then 0Z is coordinatized by a nearfield. 
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